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Starting from March first 2020 those are the new guidelines for the authors who want to submit articles on any aspect of plastic surgery, in the Egyptian Journal of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. As from now the Journal is a double blind peer reviewers journal. Submission should be carried online via the new site of the journal https://ejprs.journals.ekb.eg. Register and go to Article submission and fill the required information.

Manuscripts Preparation

The author should submit the original manuscript. The language used for publication is the English language in common usage. It must be clear, accurate and coherent, and spelling checked. Manuscripts must be typewritten, double spaced, on one side only, on 8.5 x 11 inches (22 x 28 cm) white paper, with 4 cm margins at the left, top and bottom and 2.5 cm margin at the right. All copies must be double spaced, including text, title, footnotes, bibliography, legends, tables and headings. The title page should carry the full title of the article, followed by the author's name(s) in full, degrees, and principal affiliations of each author. A page, with the name and address of the principal author and when and where, was the paper presented. An abstract of the content, on a separate page, should precede every original article. It should not exceed 350 words and Key words from 2-5. It should be self-contained and informative without referring to the text (the problem investigated, the method used, the results obtained and the conclusions reached).

The reference must be typed on separate pages and must be cited in the text in numerical order, not alphabetically according to “Vancouver System”.

References to journal articles should include (1) authors(s), (2) title, (3) journal name as abbreviated in Index Medicus, (4) volume number, (5) the first-page number and (6) year of publication in that order. References to books should include (1) author(s), (2) chapter title (if any), (3) editor (if any), (4) book title, (5) city of publication, (6) publisher and (7) year of publication. Volume and edition numbers, specific pages, and names of translator should be included when appropriate. Methods of statistical analysis when done should be mentioned before the results. If more complicated procedures are used they should be referenced as well. Subject your articles for plagiarism, to avoid rejection if it exceeds 25% and will be rechecked.

Legends and Figures

Legends for illustrations should be typed double spaced on separate pages. Legends for photomicrographs should specify the stain and degree of magnification. Photographs should be submitted sharp focused, good contrasted in black and white.

All figures and photographs should be sent unmounted. Figure numbers and legends should be sent under the corresponding items. Before and after photographs of patients must be identical in terms of size, position and lighting. Coloured photographs can be considered for publication at the expense of the author. Radiographs, C.T. Scan etc. should be presented as prints and not negatives. All tables and illustrations should be referred to in the text.

Once received the articles will be submitted for double blind peer reviewers. Once the reviewer decision are received you will be notified by the decision; accepted with or without revision rejected, need changes etc.. Look to Peer Reviewer Process. If the articles is finally accepted you will be notified to bring the original manuscript and one copy, with two sets of illustrations and retain one complete copy, with the specifications mentioned above to the Editorial Secretary, by a set appointment to:

Professor Mohamed Kadry, M.D.
Editorial Secretary EJPRS
26-A, Sherif Pasha Street, App 213
Immobilia Bldg., 11111
Cairo, Egypt.
E-mail: mkadrymd@gmail.com
I find writing this a painful task, as I have to pay tribute to a colleague a friend and a senior partner. Professor Badran started his medical carrier by graduating from Alexandria University, Faculty of Medicine in 1960. He served as a resident of Plastic Surgery at the plastic surgery department of the same faculty. He obtained his Diploma in General Surgery from Alexandria University in 1962. He joined the Dentistry Faculty of Alexandria to obtain his Bachelor degree in Dentistry and to become one of the first few to become doubly qualified. With those merits he crowned his degrees by obtaining the FRCS from London and Edinburgh in 1967. He then joined the Plastic Surgery Department of Ain Shams University, and worked his way there up to Emeritus Professor till his last days. His input training junior staff, participating in scientific activities, establishing links with plastic surgery centers all over the world paved the way to his students to gain training, in the most recognized international centers. His interests in Maxillofacial Surgery, Aesthetic Surgery as well as reconstructive surgery made his contribution in the international literature well appreciated, with multiple novel techniques. One of the positions he held was a founding Dean of Faculty of Dentistry, Ain Shams University.

As a member of the Egyptian Society of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery he actively participated in annual meetings, seminars, instructional courses held on National, Regional and International levels. His efforts will never be forgotten by hundreds if not thousands of attendees. He was the first Editorial Secretary of The Egyptian Journal of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery and as I took over he kept advising and guiding till he became the Chief Editor a few years ago. He was enthusiastic about our journal being highly ranked as a double blind peer reviewer's journal.

Professor Badran was a family man and we all enjoyed the good company of his spouse with ours, and the bond that was born made us all one big family. He suffered during the course of his life many health turbulences and he faced them as a knight with his sword, never capitulating and always over coming them.

His last achievement in spite of all his suffering was his contribution to establish the ICOPLAST as a body representing the plastic surgery community of the world, and accommodated the Luxor meeting in 2018. As an Honorary president of the Egyptian Society of Plastic and Reconstructive surgeons he put his zeal in the board meetings, establishing the chapters, following the progress, and unifying the efforts.

I believe that now he is looking down on us he feels satisfied that he carried his duties to the best and feels that he put another stone in the built of Egyptian Plastic Surgery Pyramids.

Professor Badran may your soul rest in peace.

Mohamed Kadry, M.D.
Deputy Chief Editor and Editorial Secretary
Egyptian Journal of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery
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